The three-dimensional fluid flow in a vertical bending continuous caster was numerically studied. Three dimensionless collision numbers were introduced to analyze the inclusion collision mechanism. The analysis showed that turbulent collisions were the major factor causing inclusions to collide with each other in the continuous caster. Stokes collisions had a minor effect and Brownian collisions were negligible. A mathematical model was then developed to study the inclusion collisions in the continuous caster. The mathematical model considered the inclusion mass transfer and expressed the radius and population of new inclusions after coalescence relative to the mass and population conservation. Since the motion of clustershaped inclusions differs from that of spherical inclusions, the inclusion physical parameters were modified. The results showed that the inclusions congregated approximately one fourth of the face width from the slab edge so that the characteristic radius distribution of the inclusions had a 'W' shape, while the inclusion concentration and number density had an inverse 'W' shape in the longitudinal direction. More inclusions were trapped near the inner arc and they had larger characteristic radii than those near the outer arc. The concentration and inclusion number density decreased with the distance from the free surface, but the inclusion radius increased.
Introduction
The importance of liquid steel cleanliness is increasing with the demand for high quality steel, so various methods have been developed to analyze the number and morphology of inclusions in a slab. Inclusion removal involves complex phenomena, such as inclusion collisions and coalescence, inclusion floatation and fluid flow. Therefore, many mathematical models have been proposed to study inclusion behavior in liquid steel. All of the models can be divided into three primary types.
Inclusion trajectory model [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ....................... (1) Inclusion population balance model [5] [6] [7] [8] ............... (2) Inclusion mass conservation model 9, 10) ٌ(ru C The inclusion trajectory model describes the exact movement of single inclusions in the fluid flow, including the influence of the turbulence. 1, 5) However, it is difficult to analyze collisions between inclusions and the spatial distribution of inclusions in a metallurgical reactor because a large number of inclusions cannot be tracked at the same time due to CPU speed limitations.
The inclusion population balance model is the most popular one for studying inclusion collisions and coalescence in metallurgical reactors because the model considers all the collision modes and the changes of inclusion size. However, this model also has shortcomings. For example, because the flow zone and inclusion are divided into several groups based on the turbulent energy dissipation rate and the inclusion size, inclusion transport by the fluid flow can not be considered, the size of new inclusions after coalescence cannot be accurately described, and the spatial distribution of inclusions in the metallurgical reactor cannot be calculated.
For the inclusion mass conservation model, the inclusion transport carried by the fluid flow and the spatial distribution of the inclusion mass faction within a fluid control volume can be described by the inclusion mass conservation model. But this model assumes that all the inclusions float in the liquid steel with the same velocity so the inclusions need to have the same size and collisions are not considered in the model. Therefore, each model has its own advantages and disadvantages. The coalescence of alumina clusters in liquid steel was analyzed by simultaneously using the inclusion population balance model and the inclusion mass conservation model. 11) However, the constituent particles in the cluster had to be the same size in their model, which conflicts with the fact that the inclusion size distribution is continuous. Of all the models, the inclusion population balance model and inclusion mass conservation model provide the best description of the inclusion distribution. A successful model should consider the collision mode, the fluid flow, the products after coalescence, and the spatial distribution of inclusions in the metallurgical reactor. Based on these requirements, a mathematical model is developed in this paper to study the collision and coalescence of inclusions in a vertical bending continuous caster, which can successfully interpret the congregation of the inclusions around one quarter of the width of the slab face.
Formation

Fluid Flow of Liquid Steel
The fluid flow in the continuous caster can be analyzed as the steady-state turbulent flow, so the k-e two equation model was applied to simulate the turbulence. The following general form can represent all the differential equations (the continuity equation, the momentum balance equation, the turbulent energy equation and the turbulent dissipation rate equation) solved in the present model.
The terms and coefficients in this expression depend on the variable under consideration, f, as described by Thomas et al. 12, 13) The boundary conditions are also the same as given by Thomas et al. 12, 13) The convergence criterion was that the residual error of the mass source term was less than 10 Ϫ7 and the ratio of the difference between the input and output fluxes to the input flux was less than 0.02 %. The model was used to analyze the fluid flow in the vertical bending continuous caster. The dimensions and operating parameters of the continuous caster are listed in Table 1 . Only half of the continuous caster was analyzed because of symmetry. The domain was analyzed using a nonuniform grid of 20 (longitudinal)ϫ140 (vertical)ϫ26 (traverse) elements as shown in Fig. 1. 
Collision and Coalescence of Inclusions
Collision Mechanism
According to the collision theory, the collision number per unit volume and unit time between two particles having radii r i and r j can be expressed by: Here, b(r i , r j ) is the collision rate between particles with radii r i and r j which is determined by the collision mode and the size of the particles. N i and N j are the number densities of the particles with radii r i and r j .
The coalescence among inclusions in liquid steel occurs in the metallurgical reactor due to Brownian collisions, 14) Stoke collisions, 7) and turbulent collisions. 15) The collision rates for these collision modes are 
Collision and Coalescence Kinetics
The inclusion population balance model proposed by Lindborg and Torssell 7) is currently the most popular model for studying inclusion coalescence, but their model does not consider the inclusion transport carried by the fluid flow and cannot predict the radius of new inclusions after coagulation because the flow and the inclusions are grouped. The inclusion mass conservation model has also been used to study inclusion behavior, but it does not incorporate any inclusion collision modes. Shirabe and Szekely proposed the population conversation model 16) which groups the inclusions by size. So, a new mathematical model based on these models is developed here to describe the spatial distribution of the inclusions using mass conservation and population conservation. where a is the coagulation coefficient. The coagulation coefficient for turbulent collisions, which depends on adhesive forces and hydrodynamic interactions, can be expressed as 17) : N T is the ratio between the viscous force and the van der Waals force.
where A* is the Hamaker constant for the inclusion in liquid steel. 6) 
Characteristic Inclusion Parameters
Industrial experiments show that the fractional inclusion number density will decrease exponentially as the inclusion size increases, 6) f(r)ϭAe ϪBr , where A and B vary only with time and not with the inclusion radius.
18) Then, the group particle number density, N(r), is the integral of the factional number density, f(r), between the radii r i and r iϩ1 given by:
The characteristic inclusion number density 18) at any instant can be found by integrating from rϭ0 to rϭϱ:
Further, the characteristic inclusion volume concentration at any instant can also be found in the same way:
The inclusion mass does not change, but the number of inclusions and the characteristic inclusion radius changes during coalescence. A successful collision means that two smaller inclusions disappear and a larger inclusion appears, but the mass of the new inclusion is equal to the sum of two smaller inclusion masses. Therefore, a characteristic inclusion radius 18) can be defined by the mass conservation equation.
Therefore, r*ϭ
Assumption
The main assumptions for the analysis of the coalescence of inclusions in liquid steel are:
(1) The inclusions are spherical.
(2) The inclusions do not influence the macroscopic flow pattern due to their relatively low volume fraction within the liquid steel.
(3) Every inclusion is considered to move independently until two inclusions collide and coalesce.
(4) The inclusions will be removed from the liquid steel when they reach the solidifying shell.
(5) Some of the inclusions reaching the free surface are again entrained into the liquid steel. The analysis assumes that 80 % of the inclusion flux which reaches the free surface is removed with the remaining 20 % again entrained into the liquid steel. 11) (6) The turbulent Schmidt number, Sc, is equal to unity.
Coordinate Conversion
The calculational domain for the continuous caster is often considered to be a rectangular domain to reduce the calculational complexity, which ignores the effect of the (13) (x, y, z) and (X, Y, Z) are the original and the transformed coordinate systems. q is the angle between the radius of the curved section and the horizontal section as shown in Fig.  1(a) .
The buoyancy effects are modeled by assuming that each particle has a constant floatation velocity and the convection velocity in the inclusion transport equation includes the particle floatation velocities as given in Eqs. (14) and (15 Asano and Nakano measured the volume fraction of Al 2 O 3 in clusters and concluded that the fraction is about 0.03. 19) When j is equal to 0.03, the inclusion density in Eq. (16) is almost the same as that of steel. Therefore, the present model assumes that the entire cluster, including the steel, floats up at a uniform velocity. 5) 
Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions are listed in Table 2 . The inclusion rises because of the density difference between the inclusion and the molten steel. Consequently, the inclusion mass flux caused by inclusion floatation at the free surface should be considered in the model. In addition, the mass diffusive flux caused by the turbulent flow near the free surface should also be considered. In the mushy zone, the inclusion mass transfer rate is assumed to be controlled by molecular diffusion.
Numerical Solution Method
The solution method for the numerical analysis of the spatial inclusion distribution in the flow pattern had the following steps.
(1) The continuity equation, the momentum equations, and the two k-e equations were solved. Then the coordinate conversion was used to calculate the spatial distribution of the velocity field and the turbulence energy dissipation rate in the vertical bending continuous caster.
(2) The initial fractional inclusion number density can be expressed as f (r)ϭ4.45ϫ10 16 e Ϫ0.311ϫ10 6 r , thus the initial inclusion concentration and characteristic radius were C 0 *ϭ120 ppm and r 0 *ϭ5.8 mm.
6) The collision and coalescence model was then applied to calculate the spatial distribution of the characteristic inclusion radius, concentration and number density.
The partial differential equations for C* and N* were discretized using the control-volume method. The set of equations were then solved using the tri-diagonal matrix marching scheme coupled with the Gauss-Siedel routine. The convergence criterion was max |(C* (Kϩ1) ϪC * (K) )/ C* (Kϩ1) |Ͻ10 Ϫ8 where K was the iteration number, and the ratio of the difference between the inclusion mass input and output fluxes to the input flux was less than 0.1 %. Because of the symmetry of the continuous caster, only half of the vertical bending continuous caster was considered in the present computation. The grid system for the inclusion mass transfer calculation was the same as that for the fluid flow. Figure 2 shows the computed velocities of the liquid steel in the vertical bending continuous caster with a cast- ing speed of 2.0 m/min. The molten steel leaves the nozzle as a strong jet flow, spreads outward until it impinges the edges, and then forms the upper recirculation caused by the upward flow and the lower recirculation caused by the downward flow. The strength of the upward flow directly influences the turbulence near the free surface and the inclusion removal. The domain affected by the downward flow is larger than that affected by the upward flow and the strength of the downward flow has a greater effect on the mass transfer and inclusion coalescence. Figure 3 shows the predicted isometric contours of the turbulence energy dissipation rate, e, in the continuous caster. The flow is highly turbulent, and the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate is as large as 0.01 m 2 /s 3 near the nozzle port, as shown in Fig. 4 . So, inclusions have more chances to collide with each other. However, in the curved section of the continuous caster, the turbulence is weaker. Therefore, it is easier for inclusions to collide and coalesce in the mold than in the curved section.
Results and Discussion
Fluid Flow
Collision Mechanism
The importance of the three collision modes is quantified using the dimensionless collision numbers, w, defined as a measure of the relative magnitudes of the collision rates.
......... (18) .... (19 ) ......(20) Figure 5 shows the isometric contours of the dimensionless collision numbers. The significance of Brownian collisions rapidly decreases with increasing inclusion radius because the Brownian collision rate decreases while the turbulent collision rate and the inclusion radius increase, as shown by Eqs. (6) and (8) . If the inclusion radius is more than 10 mm, the Stokes collision rate is at least 100 times greater than the Brownian collision rate and the turbulent collision rate is at least 10000 times greater. Thus, the Brownian collisions can be neglected in the continuous caster. w(b S , b B ) is zero for two inclusions with the same sizes, because Stokes collisions will not occur if the particles have the same floatation velocities from Eq. (7). Also, the Stokes collision rate is much less than the turbulence collision rate, especially for inclusions with radii less than 30 mm. Industrial experiments have shown that the number of inclusions with radii less than 30 mm is far greater than the number of inclusions with radii larger than 30 mm.
6) Therefore, turbulent collisions are the main collision mode in the continuous caster.
Collision and Coalescence
Figures 6 to 8 compare the spatial distribution of the characteristic inclusion concentration, number density and radius on the different faces of the continuous caster. The density difference between the inclusion and the liquid steel causes the larger inclusions to float up and accumulate near the inner arc of the continuous caster. The phenomenon is more obvious with increasing distance from the free surface. Therefore, the number density and concentration near the inner arc are greater than near the outer arc, and the effective collision number per unit volume and unit time, S N* /r, near the inner arc is also higher than that near the outer arc, as shown in Fig. 9 . The isometric lines of the characteristic inclusion radius, concentration, number density, and S N * /r on the wide slab face are in a 'W' shape under the mold. Several reasons lead to the interesting 'W' distribution. Firstly, in comparison with large inclusions, small inclusions are more easily entrained by the fluid flow, so many large inclusions remain near the narrow slab face, and the size of inclusions trapped by the solidifying shell decreases with the distance from the narrow face. Because the number density of small inclusions is far greater than that of large inclusions, the inclusion concentration and number density increase with increasing distance from the narrow face. Secondly, the increased inclusion number density then increases the effective collision number per unit volume and unit time, S N* /r, as shown in Fig. 9 . This forces more large inclusions to float up. Therefore, the size of inclusions trapped by the solidifying shell increases with distance from the narrow face, but the inclusion concentration and number density decrease. These two conflicting mechanisms cause the peak to appear approximately one fourth of the face width from the slab edge. The characteristic concentration and number density reach a maximum value while the characteristic inclusion radius reaches a minimum value. The inclusions then tend to congregate around one fourth of the face width from the slab edge. Thirdly, since the two sides of the continuous caster are symmetric, the characteristic inclusion radius distribution has a 'W' shape, while the inclusion concentration and number density have an inverse 'W' shape in the longitudinal direction. Figure 8 also shows inclusions in the lower part are larger than those in the upper part. This is a strange phenomenon. It should be noted that the characteristic inclusion radius r*, which does not mean the diameter of single inclusion, is determined by the distribution of the inclusion diameter. In the upper part, the velocity of liquid steel is so large that the residue time of the inclusions is too limited and the quantity of the new inclusions is much fewer. In addition, it is easy for new inclusions to float up and be removed by the top slag. Therefore, the characteristic inclusion radius is smaller in the upper part, especially near the free surface. With increasing distance from the free surface, the velocity of the liquid steel decreases gradually until the fluid velocity is the same as the casting speeding. In this case, the diameters of the new inclusions are not large enough to float up and therefore have to accumulate slowly. Also, new inclusions continuously collide and coalesce with each other. Therefore, the characteristic inclusion diameter increases with distance from the free surface. To satisfy mass conservation, the characteristic inclusion number density decreases, as shown in Fig. 7 . Because inclusions are continuously trapped by the solidifying shell, the inclusion concentration in the lower part is lower than that in the upper part, as shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 3 shows that the spatial distribution of the turbulence intensity is very nonuniform in the mold, so the spatial distributions of the inclusion concentration and number density in the mold are also nonuniform, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The maximum values appear near the nozzle exit, as shown in Fig. 4 . Therefore, measures should be taken to reduce the initial inclusion concentration or enlarge the effective collision rate among inclusions in order to reduce slab defects caused by inclusions. 19.9 % of the inclusions are trapped by the inner arc, and 10.7 % of the inclusions are trapped by the outer arc. The ratio of the inclusion mass flux at the inner and outer arcs is more than 1.8. Because the surface area of the solidifying shell near the narrow face is far less than near the wide face, the corresponding mass flux ratio is also very small.
Conclusions
(1) The coalescence of inclusions in the liquid steel in a continuous caster occurs due to Brownian collisions, Stoke collisions, and turbulent collisions. Turbulent collisions are most frequent, Stokes collisions are infrequent and Brownian collisions are negligible.
(2) A mathematical model was developed to study the inclusion collisions and coalescence in the vertical bending continuous caster. In this model, the inclusion radius is a continuous variable, so the radius and population of new inclusions after coalescence can be accurately predicted. The inclusion mass transfer and the turbulent collisions among inclusions were also considered.
(3) The distribution of the characteristic inclusion radius has a 'W' shape but the inclusion concentration and number density have an inverse 'W' shape in the longitudinal direction. Therefore, the inclusions congregate approximately one fourth of the face width from the slab edge.
(4) Along the inner arc, the characteristic radius is larger and the number of inclusions is more than along the outer arc of the continuous caster due to inclusion floatation. The ratio of the mass flux at the inner arc to that at the outer arc is more than 1.8. 
